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Jungle Fire!
-Flee or Fix the Problem
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In a crisis, there are 
those who flee and those 
who stand together  
to fix the problem.
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The sunny, green  
jungle is full of life.  
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Suddenly, lightning flashes,  
a tree crashes and a fire 
starts.  The fire quickly grows.
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A parrot sees the fire  
and yells, “Fire! Fire!”
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A scared bunny yells, 
“What should we do?”
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“We should flee,” said  
the vulture as it flies away.
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“Some of us cannot run away  
from the fire,” said the snake.  
“I agree!” said Momma bird  
on her nest.
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“We should work together 
to put out the fire,” said 
the wise tiger.  The jungle  
animals think of a plan.
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The monkeys make baskets.
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Hippos fill the  
baskets with water.
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Water buffaloes pull the  
baskets closer to the fire.
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Elephants use their noses  
as hoses to put out the fire.
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OOPS!  An elephant farts.  
The wind blows too.  The 
fire gets bigger.
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“We need more water,”said  
the clever tiger.  Together,  
they discuss a new plan.   
Whisper, whisper, whisper.
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Beavers chop down 
bamboo.  They poke 
holes in the center.
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The animals work as a team.  
They join the pipes together. 
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Soon, water flows from 
the waterfall through  
the bamboo to the fire.
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Monkeys on elephants 
aim the bamboo  
hoses at the fire.
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It takes a long  
time to fight the fire.
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Birds bring water to  
the thirsty fire fighters.
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Finally, the fire is out.   
“Hooray!”  Shout the jungle  
animals. “Our homes are now safe.”
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The happy animals  
celebrate with a big party! 
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Tiger thinks about the day. 
“Together we fixed the jungle  
fire. It takes our hard work, 
to have harmony!”
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Rule #6  BIG LETTERS

Sentences, Names 
and Places start with 
BIG LETTERS.

My name is TJ.

They are friends!
Where is home?

New York

UPPERCASECAPITAL LETTERS



6) Jungle Fire 6) Jungle Fire 
Video.Video.
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Jungle Fire!
A fire burns in their jungle.  What  
should the animals do?  They can run  
away or work together to save their homes. 

Alford   Books

Animals learn  
to work  
together  
to put out 
the jungle fire. 

Practice understanding the main point of the 
sentences before worrying about every word.



Jungle Fire Vook Script 

1) The sunny, green jungle is full of life.
2) Suddenly, lightning flashes, a tree crashes and 
 fire starts.  The fire quickly grows.
3) A parrot sees the fire and yells, “Fire Fire!!”
4) A scared bunny yells, “What should we do?”
5) “We should flee” said the vulture as it flies away.
6) “Some of us can not run away from the fire.” said the   
snake. “I agree”, said Momma bird on her nest.
7) We should work together to put out the fire,  
 said the wise tiger.
8) The monkeys make baskets.
9) Hippo's fill the baskets with water.
10) Water buffaloes pull the baskets closer to the fire.
11) Elephants use their noses as hose to put out the fire.
12) Oops! An elephant farts! The wind blows too.  
 The fire gets bigger.
13) “We need more water.” said the clever tiger.
14) Together, they discuss a new plan.
15) The beavers chop down bamboo.  
 They poke holes in the center.
16) The animals work as a team. 
 They join the pipes together.
18) Soon, water flows from the waterfall  
 through the bamboo to the fire.
19) Monkeys on the elephants aim  
 the bamboo hoses at the fire.
20) It takes a loooooong time to fight the fire.
21) Birds bring water to the thirsty fire fighters.
22) Finally , the fire is out. Hooray!  
 Shout the jungle animals. 
 Our home is safe now!
23)“Together, we fixed the jungle fire.  
 It takes hard work to have harmony.
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What is a sentence? 
 

A sentence is a group of words.  

She learns.

She learns English.

He reads.

He reads a book.

Engl
ish

ABC

Like:
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Sentences:
1) describe things;
2) tell what to do;
3) show emotions;
4) ask questions?

There are four 
types of sentences.

Sentence Types
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Describe Action Sentences

I wake up. I get up.

I eat. I wash.
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Describe Action Sentences

I go to school. We learn.

I write. I study.
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1) Some sentences describe    
   people, places or things.

My name is TJ. Red bird flies.

Blue panda eats. Big storm blows.

Describe
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2) Some sentences tell 
  what to do or not do.

Do not be late. Do your homework.

Practice playing. Don`t watch  
too much TV.

Tell
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3) Some sentences
   show emotions!

Frog is happy! She smiles!

I am sad! TJ laughes!

Emotions
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4) Some sentences  
   ask questions?

Where am I?

What can I do? How are you?

Why do we ask questions?

Questions?
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Answers

We ask questions to get answers.  

ideaidea

English helpsEnglish helps
answer ouranswer our
questions!questions!
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A fire burns in their jungle.  What  A fire burns in their jungle.  What  
should the animals do?  They can run  should the animals do?  They can run  
away or work together to save their homes.away or work together to save their homes.  
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Monkey Star
-Practice Before Play

Class 7
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Practice first, then 
be able to play.  
Life skills are  
that way too.
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Table of Contents
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Mo walks onto the stage.
He cautiously grabs the  
guitar.  Like a Rockstar, 
he strums the strings.
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Twang! Twang!
“That sounds awful!” 

said the crowd. 
“Can you play the guitar?”
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“I don’t know.” said Mo.
“I have never tried before.”
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“Boo! Boo! Boo!” 
yells the crowd.

Mo is discouraged. 
He walks off the stage.
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A teacher talks with Mo. 
“First, practice, then 
you are able to play.”
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“Huh?  I don’t understand.”
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“When you really want to learn  
how to play the guitar. Fill out  
this form. Be ready to study.”

Class 7
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Mo thinks about it. He decides  
he wants to learn to play.

He and his parents sign  
the permission form.

For the first day, Teacher  
Tay takes Mo to the beach.
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Tay points to the water.  
Mo asks, “What do waves have  
to do with learning to play?”
“You will see” says Tay.
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They wade out into the waves.
Tay grabs Mo and holds him 
under the water.
Finally, Tay pulls Mo to the 
surface. Mo gasps for air.
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Teacher Tay tells Mo, “When  
you want to learn, as much as you 
wanted air, call me.  Practicing  
a new skill takes hard work,  
commitment and lots of practice. 
Are you really ready?”
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Mo thinks about it for  
a few days. He decides.

Mo calls Tay. 
“I am ready.”

Class 7
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“Start by learning the lingo.  
The words of music are notes.”
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“Notes tell you how to hold 
your hands. Pluck the pick  
to make different sounds.”

Class 7
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Mo smiles. “I know  
what comes next.

Practice and more practice.”

Class 7
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Tay replies, “Yup! Practice 
playing songs that someone 
else wrote. 

Next is months and  
months of more practice.” 
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Tay teaches Mo how to 
write his own music too!
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Later, it is show time. Mo  
confidently grabs his guitar.
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He plays and the crowd cheers. 
“Wonderful! Excellent! Hooray!”
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Mo thinks to himself. 
“It takes lots of practice 
 to learn to play well.”

Class 7

The End



Noun

I learn, a noun is a  
person, place or thing. 

cow
frog

duck

bird

grass

sky

clouds

flowers

Notice the words “clouds and flowers.”
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Rule # 7  “s” Nouns

I add an “s” to make  
more than one noun.  

apple apples

book books

duck ducksplural
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Breaker #7  - “es”

I add “es” to 
words that  
end in: s, sh, 
ch and x. 

busesbus

boxesbox

watches

brushes
23Class 7



Monkey Star
-Practice Before Play

7) Monkey Star7) Monkey Star
VideoVideo

24 Class 7

Practice understanding the main point of the 
sentences before understanding every word.

Practice first 
then be able to 
play.  Learning 
English takes 
practice too.



Monkey Star - Practice Before Play Video Script

1)  Mo walks on the stage. He slowly grabs the guitar. 
 Mo tries to play. Like a Rockstar, he strums the strings.
2)  Twang! Twang! “That sounds awful!” said the crowd.
“ Can you really play the guitar?”
3)  “I don’t know.” said Mo. “I have not played before.”
4)  The crowd yells “Boooo! ” 
 Mo feels discouraged. He walks off the stage.
5) Teacher Tay talks with Mo. “First, you must practice, 
 then you will be able to play.”
6)  “Huh? I don’t understand.”  Teacher asks, 
 “Do you really want to learn how to play the guitar?”
7) “When yes,  fill out this form.  Be ready to study.”
8)  Mo thinks about it. He decides he wants to learn 
 to play. He and his parents sign the permission form.
 They go to the beach.
9) Mo asks, “What do waves have to do with learning
  to play the guitar?” “You will see” says teacher Tay.
10)  They go into the wavy water. 
 Tay holds mo down into the water!
 Finally, Tay pulls Mo to the surface. Mo gasps for air.
11)  Teacher Tay tells Mo, “When you want to learn, 
 as much as youwanted air, please call me. 
 Practicing a new skill takes hard work. 
 Are you really ready?”
12)  Mo thinks about the lesson for a few  
 days. He decides. Mo calls Tay.  
 “I am ready to work hard.”
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13)  Teacher begins the lessons. 
 “Start by learning the language of music. 
 The lingo.  The words of music are notes.”

14)  “Notes tell you how to hold your hands.  
 You then Pluck the
 pick to make different sounds.” 
 Teacher Tay replies.

15)  “At first, practice playing songs 
 that others write.  Next is months 
 and months of more practice.”

16)  Mo practices and practices.

17)  Next, Tay helps Mo write 
 his own music too!

18)  Today is show time! 
 Mo confidently goes on  the stage.
 Mo grabs his guitar.

19)  Mo plays.  The crowd claps loudly. 
 They cheer, 
 “Wonderful! Excellent! Hooray!”

20)  Mo smiles and thinks 
 about what he’s learned. 
 “It really takes hard work to play well.”



Mo walks on stage without knowing how Mo walks on stage without knowing how 
to play the guitar. As you can imagine, to play the guitar. As you can imagine, 
this does not go well.  Later, Mo learns this does not go well.  Later, Mo learns 
that playing takes lots of practice.that playing takes lots of practice.
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When I learn where  
words come from, 

 I better understand  
how to use them. 

1

Intro
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Odd EnglishOdd English 
With 10 Words
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Why does “big wig” mean an 
important or famous person?  
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Big Wig
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In the past, people didn’t know  
about the health benefits of bathing.  

Hot water was expensive and very hard to 
make.  There was no indoor plumbing.  People 
did not bathe very often.  It was fashionable 
for the rich to wear wigs to hide their greasy 
hair.

The more famous the person, the bigger the  
wig they wore.  Louis the XIV, the King of 
France in the 1600’s, wore a very big wig.
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Today,  we say this word to  
mean someone famous.  For 
example, “The big wigs  
walked down the red carpet.”
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Why does “chairman” mean 
boss or person in charge?
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Chairman
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 In the past, only the king or queen  
had a chair or throne.  Everyone else  
sat on benches or stools. The king  
being the most powerful person,  
was called the chairman. 
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Today, we still call leaders and 
powerful people, chairman or 
chairperson.   For Example,  
“The chairperson leads the meeting.”
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Why does “counter” mean  
table top Where do business?
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Counter
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To count, means to add.  In business, 
count means to add up the bill.  In the 
past, business people used  counting 
boards to add up customer bills.  The 
narrow table top where the counting 
was done, was called a counter.

13Class 8
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Today, we still use the word to 
mean place where pay in a store  
or narrow kitchen table top. 
For Example, “I paid for my 
groceries at the counter.”

14 Class 8

counter
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Why does “beef” mean  cow meat?
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Cow - Beef
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In the past, England is ruled by powerful  
King or Queen and Lords.  They are rich,  
the rest of the country is poor. 

The poor eat mostly bread and veg.    
The rich eat ‘Beef’ or ‘Pork’. 
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Today, we eat beef that comes from cows  
and pork or ham that comes from pigs.   
For example, “We eat roast beef dinners.”
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Why does “fired” 
mean to lose a job?  
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Fired
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Years ago, people used hand tools to dig metals 
from a mine.  Each miner lived in a small shack 
near the mine.  A miner who broke the rules, like 
endangering others or stealing,  was punished. 

His shack was burned down.  Once the fire  
was over, he could no longer work there.   
He had been “fired” from the job.
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Today, we say this phrase to mean 
someone who has lost their job 
because of something they did. 

For example, “He was always  
late for work, so he was fired.”
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Why does “threshold”
mean a door, floor board?
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Threshold
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 In England in the past, most people lived  
in small houses with dirt floors.  In the cold 
winter, any animals you own live inside with you. 

Straw, or wheat stems are spread over  
the dirt floor.  At the door is a piece of 
wood to keep or hold the thresh in the room.

25Class 8

wheat wheat 

seeds seeds 

ste
ms

 
ste

ms
 

The word “thresh” has two meanings.The word “thresh” has two meanings.
Thresh - Thresh - 
1) Action to separate seeds from stems. (verb)1) Action to separate seeds from stems. (verb)
2) The stems left over.  (noun)2) The stems left over.  (noun)

thresh (stems)thresh (stems)



Today, we still call this, a THRESHOLD.   For example,  
“Don’t trip on the threshold.”  The word also means the 
start of something new.  “We are at the threshold  
of robots replacing human workers.” 

26

 threshold threshold
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Why does  “underdog” mean a person 
or group Who is disadvantaged and 
Will probably lose a competition?

top dog

under dog

27Class 8



Underdog

sawdust
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Why does  “underdog” mean a person or group 
who is disadvantaged and will probably lose a 
competition?

Before power tools, big logs were hand sawed 
into lumber by two people.  One person was 
above and one below.  The one underneath 
was covered with sawdust.  He was called the 
“underdog”.

The origin of the word may be from a pack of 
dogs where the top-dog bullies the weaker dogs.
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Today, we say this word  
to mean a person or team  
that probably will not win.  

For example, “His favorite 
sports teams are the 
underdogs.”
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Why does “upper case” 
mean capital letters?

31

Up
per

 Ca
se
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Upper Case Letters
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The first printing press used 
separate letters to make words. 
Capital letters are stored in  
the “Upper Case”.  The letters 
stored in the lower case  
are called, can you guess?   

Yup, “Lower Case” Letters.
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Today, we still call  CAPITAL   
Letters,  UPPER CASE.

For example, “UPPER CASE  
letters start a sentence.” 
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Why does  “windfall” 
mean sudden good luck?   
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In the past, wood fires cooked food  
and heated houses.  This was a problem 
for the poor because the rich owned 
most of the trees.  

The law let poor people pick up 
branches which the “wind made fall” 
from the trees. 

Windfall

Class 8
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Today, we say this word to  
mean suddenly getting good luck! 

For example, “Winning the  
lottery is a windfall.”
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Why does “window” mean an 
opening covered by glass?  
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Windows 
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In the past, people could not afford glass.
The small houses have open, smoky  
fires used for cooking and heat. 

People cut small “wind holes” in their 
homes to let air and light in and smoke out.  
The words “wind hole” become the word, 
“window”.  
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Today, our buildings have  
lots of glass covered windows.  
For example, “Windows keep  
wind out and let the sunshine in.” 
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Conclusion

43

When we learn where words  
come from, we better understand 
how to use them in sentences. 

Odd Words, often have more  
meaning than just the letters alone. 

English words are like tools.  We use 
them to make and share our ideas. 

Class 8

The End
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I learn about action words.   
They are called verbs.

look

ask learn

fly

Action Words
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Rule # 8  “s” Verbs

Single (One)    More Than One
frog asks     frogs ask
bird flies     birds fly
cow talks     cows talk

With a single noun,  
add “s” to the verb.

Bird asks  
a question.

Birds ask  
questions.
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The words  
“You or I” are  
single but, the 
verb has  no “s”. 

I ask.
You look.
I fly.
You talk.

Breaker #8 - You or I
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To Recap,
Rules help me read.

#1   Many letters make only one sound.
#2   Some vowels say their names!
#3   Often, vowels make other sounds. 
#4   Sometimes, Letter U  
         makes the “uh” (ŭ) sound.
#5   Letters blend to  
         make new sounds. 
#6  Sentences, Names and Places  
         start with BIG LETTERS. 
#7   Add an “s” to make  
         more than one noun. 
#8   With a single noun, add “s”  
          to the verb. 
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With 10 Words

8) Odd English8) Odd English
Video.Video.
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Practice understanding main points of the  
sentences before understanding every odd word.

We learn 
where some 
odd English 
words come-
from.  
So that we 
better know 
how to use  
the words  
in sentences.



Odd English Video Script

i-1) Welcome to Odd English -with 10 words!
i-2) When I learn where English words come from,
i-3) I better understand how to use the words.
1-1) ONE “Big Wig” means an important or famous person!
1-2) In the past, It is fashion for the rich 
 to wear wigs to hide their greasy hair.
1-3) The more famous the person, 
 the bigger the wig they wear.
1-4) This is the past King of France. 
 He would wear a very big wig.
1-5) Today, “big wigs” walk down red carpets.”
2-1) TWO, “Chairman” means the boss 
 or the person in charge !
2-2) In the past, only the king 
 has a chair or throne.
2-3) Everyone else sits 
 on bare benches or stools.
2-4) The powerful King is 
 called the chairman.
2-5) Today, we say, 
 “The chairperson leads the meeting.”
3-1) THREE, “Counter” means 
 a table top where do business.
3-2) In the past, business people use counting boards
  to add up customer bills.
3-3) The narrow table top where people 
 do the counting, is called a counter.
3-4) Today, we still pay bills at the counter.
3-5) Also, a counter is a narrow table top 
 where we make food.
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4-1) FOUR, “Beef” means cow meat.
4-2) In the past, England is ruled 
 by powerful King or Queen and Lords.
4-3) They are rich.  Rest of the country is poor.
4-4) The people eat mostly bread and veg.
4-5) Only the rich can afford to eat ‘Beef’ or ‘Pork’.
4-6) Today, we eat roast beef dinners. 
5-1) FIVE, “Fired” means to lose a job.
5-2) Years ago, miners work in mines.
5-3) Each miner lives in a small shack near the mine.  
A miner who breaks the rules, like unsafe or stealing, is punished.
5-4) His shack is burned down.
5-5) Once the fire is over, he can not work there any more.  
 He has been “fired” from the job.
5-6) Today, we say, “He is always late, so the boss fired him.”
6-1) SIX, “Threshold” means a door or floor board.
6-2) In England, in the past, most people live in  
 small houses with dirt floors.
6-3) In the winter, animals live inside with you.
6-4) Wheat stems called thresh are spread over the dirt floor.
6-5) At the door is a piece of wood to keep 
 or hold the thresh inside.
6-6) Today, we still say, “Don’t slip on the threshold.”
6-7) The word threshold also means the start 
 of something new. Like, “We are on the threshold 
 of robots replacing many human workers.”
7-1) SEVEN, “Underdog” means people 
 who we want to win something but probably will not win.
7-2) Long ago, big logs are hand sawed by people 
 to make boards.  One person is above and one is below.
7-3) The person below gets all the sawdust. 
 He is called the “underdog”.
7-4) The word may come from a group 
 of dogs where the top-dog bullies the weaker dogs.
7-5) Today, we still say, “He yells for his team, 
 but they are the underdogs”. 
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8-1) EIGHT, “Upper Case” means CAPITAL letters.
8-2) Long ago, printing presses use separate letters 
 to make words which are printed on paper.
8-3) Two cases hold the loose letters. 
 Capital letters are kept in the Upper Case.
8-4) The lower case holds letters called, can you guess,
  lower case letters.
8-5) Today, we still say, “Upper Case letters 
 start a sentence”.
9-1) NINE, “Windfall” means sudden good luck.
9-2) In the past, wood fires cook food and heat homes.
9-3) Then, this is a problem for the poor 
 because the rich own most of the trees.
9-4) The law let poor people pick up branches which the 
 “wind made fall” off of the trees.
9-5) Today, we still say, “Winning the lottery is a windfall.”
10-1) TEN, “Window” means an opening covered by glass.
10-2) In the past, glass is expensive. 
Most people can not afford glass.
10-3) Many people live in small houses 
 that use open, smokey, wood fire to cook and heat.
10-4) People cut small “wind holes” in their homes 
 to let air and light in and smoke out.
10-5) Over time the words “wind hole” 
 become the word “window”.
10-6) Today, our buildings have 
 lots of glass covered windows.
10-7) Windows keep, wind out and let sun in.
C-1) To close. English can be odd. Now I know why …
C-2) Capitals are called upper case letters!
C-3) The boss is a chairperson!
C-4) Big Wig means an important person!
C-5) With this book, I learn 
 where ten common words come from!
C-6) I am on the threshold of understanding English!
C-7) Now, that is a WINDFALL!
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Odd English

We learn that English is  We learn that English is  
often odd or different.   often odd or different.   
We see where common We see where common 
English words, come from.English words, come from.
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English can be odd. Why are capital letters  English can be odd. Why are capital letters  
called upper case?  Why is the boss called  called upper case?  Why is the boss called  
a chairperson?  Why does Big Wig mean  a chairperson?  Why does Big Wig mean  
an important person?  With this book, I  an important person?  With this book, I  
learn where ten common words come from!   learn where ten common words come from!     
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Fishi & Birdy 
– A Fable of Friends
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May we focus on friendships  
and not dwell on differences.

iii

Fishi

Birdy 
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FishiFishi  & Birdy& Birdy 
– A Fable of Friends– A Fable of Friends

 Page Description         
 1 Name is Fishi
 2 I`m Birdy
 4 Where Sea Meets Sand
 5 Waves
 6 Want to be Friends
 8 Hecklers
 11 Dinner with Fishi
  15 Dinner with Birdy
 20 Be a Fish
 23 Be a Bird
 25 Adventures Together
 26 Hunter aims at Birdy
 27 Net catches Fishi
  29 Adventure Talk
 30 Fishi Briefly Flies
 31 Birdy Briefly Swims
 32 Because We are Friends



1 

“My name is 
Fishi.  I swim 
in the sea.  I 
live in a reef.”
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2

“I’m Birdy.  I fly  
in the sky above  
the reef.  I live  
in a nest on a tree.”
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3 

“I swim …

“I fly …
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 … where the sea  
meets the sand.”
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5 

“I see a fish below. 
 I wave my wing.”

“I see a bird above.   
I wave my fin.”
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Fishi and Birdy 
ask each other, 
“Do you want  
to be friends?”
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8

“Who ever heard 
of anything so  
silly?  What?  
A fish and bird 
- friends?”
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“Humm!”

“Humm!”
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A heckler asks, “Where  
will you play?  In the  
sea or sky?  Can a  
fish fly and a bird swim?”
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Fishi asks, “Do you want 
to come to my home for 
dinner?” 
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Birdy’s Mom answers, 
“Sure you can go but
take this with you.” 

“I would like too,”  
replies Birdy. “But first, 
I will have to ask first.”

Class 9
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Birdy asks, “How can I  
do this?”  Fishi replies,  
“Take a big breath.   
Just try to fly under  
water and you will swim.”

Class 9
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“Yummy!”
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Birdy said, “This food is different 
than what I eat at home but it  
tastes good.  Can you come to  
my house tomorrow?”
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Fishi’s parents say, “Sure! 
If we can find a way?”

Fishi answers, “I would like  
too but first I have to ask.”
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They work together.
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“Dinner is different but 
very delicious,” said Fishi.
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Birdy asks,  
“What is it like 
to be a fish?” 
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“Wet!  
“It is great fun.  
You get to play 
in ship wrecks,” 
said Fishi.
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Birdy replies, “Wow!  
I would like that.”
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23

“What is it like to 
be a bird?” asks Fishi.

“Dry 
except when it rains 
… or I go swimming.  

Flying to mountain 
tops is great fun   
The view is amazing,”  
answers Birdy.
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“Wow!  I would 
like that too,” 
said Fishi.
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Together they swim in  
a ship wreck.  They also 
fly to a mountain top.
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One day Fishi sees a 
hunter aim at Birdy.  
Fishi splashes water 
at the hunter.

“Thanks!”
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“Thanks!”

Later, Birdy sees a fisherman’s 
net catch Fishi.  Birdy dives  
into the water and makes a  
hole in the net to set Fishi free.
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They talk about 
their adventures.  
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“Well done 
my friend.  
Now watch 
this.”

With a smile, Fishi swims 
fast and jumps out of the 
water.  
Fishi flaps fins and briefly 
flies.  Fishi then glides  
back into the water.  
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Birdy takes a big breath and flaps  
wings fast.  Birdy briefly swims like  
a fish around the shipwreck.  Next, 
Birdy spurts to the sky like a rocket.

“Well done!” 

Class 9



“A fish can fly and a  
bird can swim because  
we are friends.”

32Class 9
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Rule #9 - Time

Action words change with time. 
Add ‘ed’ to make past verbs. 
Add  ‘will’  to make future verbs. 

yesterday
past

today
now

tomorrow
future

asked 
jumped
laughed
worked

ask 
jump 
laugh 
work

will ask
will jump
will laugh 

will work

‘ed’ ‘will’ 

I learn about time.



Breaker #9 - Time

Sometimes, different  
words are used to show time.

yesterday
past

today
now

saw
ate

slept
made
tried

see 
eat 

sleep 
make 
try

34Class 9



Add an “s” to make the  
word mean more than one.   
Book becomes books.

Hedg
eho

gs H
ug! 

Tu
rtl

e J
um

ps!

Jungle Fire!

Fishi & Bir
dy

Shoe
 Walks

Money
 Math

Panda Reads

English ABC 

Sometimes:
. add “es”      fish   fishes
. minus y, add “ies”   baby  babies
. new words     foot   feet

Recap - Plurals
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9) Fishi & Birdy9) Fishi & Birdy
Video.Video.

Fishi & Birdy 
– A Fable of Friends

How can they be friends?  Can a 
fish fly and a bird swim?  This is 
the story of finding ways around 
differences and being friends. 

www.alfordbooks.com

A Fish and a Bird 
become friends.  
We learn to over-
come differences 
and be friends too.

Practice to understand English main 
points before focus on every word.



Fishi & Birdy – A Fable of Friends - Video SCRIPT 

1)  “Hi, My name is Fishi. I swim in the sea. 
 I live in a reef.”

2) “I’m Birdy. I fly in the sky above the reef. 
 I live in a nest on a tree.”

3) “I fly ...“I swim ...
 ... where the sea meets the sand.”

4) “I see a fish below. I wave my wing.”
 “I see a bird above. I wave my fin.”

5) Fishi and Birdy ask each other, 
 “Do you want to be friends?”

6) “He He He.. Who ever heard of anything 
 so silly? What?  A fish and bird - friends?”

7) “Humm!”  A heckler says, 
 “Where will you play? In the sea or sky? 
 Can a fish fly and a bird swim?”

8)  Fishi asks, “Do you want to 
 come home for dinner?”

9) “I would like too, But first, I will have to ask”

10) Birdy’s Mom answers, 
   “Sure, you can go but take this with you.”

11)  Birdy asks, “How can I do this?” 
Fishi replies, “Take a big breath.   Just try 
to fly under water and you will swim.”

12)  “Yummy!” replies Birdy.
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13)  Birdy said, “This food is different 
 than what I eat at home.But it tastes good. 
 Can you come to my house tomorrow?”
14) Fishi answers, “I would like too 
 but first I have to ask.”
 Fishi’s parents say, “Sure! If we can find a way?”
15)  They work together.
16)  Dinner is different but very delicious,” said Fishi.
17)  Birdy asks, “What is it like to be a fish?”
18)  “Wet! Hi Hi Hi..”
 “It is great fun. You get to play
  in ship wrecks,” said Fishi.
 Birdy replies, “Wow! I would like that.”
19)  “What is it like to be a bird?” asks Fishi.
 “Dry except when it rains ... or I go swimming.
 Flying to mountain tops is great fun!
 The view is amazing,” answers Birdy.
 “Wow! I would like that too,” said Fishi.
20)  Together they swim in a ship wreck. 
 They also fly to a mountain top.
21)  One day Fishi sees a hunter aim at Birdy. 
 Fishi splashes water at the hunter. “Thanks!”
22)  Later, Birdy sees a fisherman’s net catch Fishi. 
 Birdy dives into the water and makes a hole 
 in the net.  “Thanks!”
23)  They talk about their adventures.
24) With a smile, Fishi swims fast 
 and jumps out of the water.
 Fishi flaps fins and briefly flies. 
 Fishi then glides back into the water.
 “Well done my friend. Now watch this.”
25)  Birdy takes a big breath and flaps the wings. 
 Birdy briefly swims  
 like a fish around the shipwreck. 
 Next, Birdy spurts to the sky.
26) “Well done!”
 “A fish can fly and a bird can swim 
 because we are friends.”

38Class 9



 English emojis
are often friendly. 

emotions & emoticons

happy 
glad

cool

laugh

smile
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How can they be friends?  Can a fish fly and  How can they be friends?  Can a fish fly and  
a bird swim?  This is the story of finding  a bird swim?  This is the story of finding  
ways around differences and being friends. ways around differences and being friends. 
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Catch-Phrase Come -FromsCatch-Phrase Come -Froms

Written by Douglas J. Alford  
Illustrated by Tina Bilbrey
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We learn English to better understand ourselves and our  
world.  Much technology and entertainment is in English.
Idioms are a good way to learn English.  An idiom is a  
“catch-phrase” that uses a few words to explain a lot.
For example, we use cc when we send emails.  It stands for  
carbon copy from a time before computers.  Black carbon 
sheets made a second copy.  The original was handwritten  
or typed on a typewriter.  We still use cc and blind (hidden)  
bcc today.
Many of the first black and white movies had exciting chase 
scenes at the end.  This led to the idiom, “Cut to the Chase”. 
Which means, quickly get to the main point.  So I will.
An English idiom from sports is, “the ball is in your court”.   
It means it is your turn for action.  It is time for your  
to start to learn English idioms.

Idioms and Us

carbon copy (cc) cut to the chase ball in your court

Class 10
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An idiom, also called a “catch-phrase”, uses 
a few words to explain lots of meaning.  For 
example, “big wig” means much more than 
just a large covering for the hair.   
 
We use catch-phrases or idioms to quickly 
convey meanings when we talk or write.   
Often the origins of where the phrases  
came from are long since forgotten.  

We keep using the idioms because they are 
brief, catchy and easy to understand.  This 
book offers possible explanations of where 
these English Idioms came from.

1

Intro
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Why does “big wig” mean an 
important or famous person?  

3 Class 10

To Recap



In the past, people didn’t know about  
the health benefits of bathing.  Hot  
water was expensive and very hard to 
make.  There was no indoor plumbing.   
So you had to go to the well to get  
the water.  Chop the wood.  Make  
the fire and heat the water. 
People did not bathe very often.   
It was fashion for the rich to  
wear wigs to hide their greasy hair.

The more famous the person,  
the bigger the wig they wore.  

Big Wig
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Today, we say this phrase to mean 
someone famous.  For example, “The 
big wigs walked down the red carpet”.

6 Class 10



Why do We say “bugs” to 
mean computer problems? 
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The first computers were each as big  
as a room.  One day Grace Hopper’s  
computer stopped working.  She  
looked for the cause.  She found  
a moth inside  the computer  
had caused the problem.  

From then on, she called a  
computer problem – a  “bug”. 

Computer Bug
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Today, we say this phrase to mean 
computer problems.  For example,  
“My computer is not working right.  

I think it has a bug.” 

10 Class 10



Why does “fired” 
mean to lose a job?  

11Class 10

To Recap



Years ago, people used hand tools to dig metals  
from mines.  Each miner lived in a small shack  
near the mine.  A miner who broke the rules,  
like endangering others or stealing,  was punished. 

His shack was burned down.  Once the fire was  
over, he could no longer work there.  He had  
been “fired” from the job.

Fired
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Today, we say this phrase to mean 
someone who has lost their job 
because of something they did.  

For example, “He was always  
late for work, so he was fired”.

14 Class 10



Why does “heard it through the 
grapevine” mean to learn from gossip?  

15Class 10



Before telephones, telegraphs were used  
like this.  Tapping the telegraph caused 
electricity to flow in - on and off - patterns.  
These dots and dash of Morris Code 
represented each alphabet letter.  

Telegraphs sent messages using long  
wavy wires that looked like “grapevines”.

Heard it Through the Grapevine
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Today, we say this phrase to mean 
“hear something by gossip”.  For 
example, “I just heard it through 
the grapevine that she likes him”.

18 Class 10



Why does “loose cannon” mean an 
unpredictable or out-of-control person?

19Class 10



In the past, wooden war ships had  
metal cannons.  Strong ropes kept  
the cannons in place.  If the ropes  
came untied, the “loose cannon”  
thrust backwards quickly out of 
control.

Loose Cannon
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Today, we say this phrase to mean  
people who can’t control themselves.  

For example,  
“These athletes are loose cannons.”

22 Class 10



Why does “pot hole” 
mean a hole in the road?

23

tea pot
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At first, roads were not paved.  They were  
just dirt.  When it rained they were muddy  
and wheels got stuck.  At a city in England  
that made lots of ceramics or potteries,  
there was a problem.  There were mounds  
of broken ceramics including pots and plates.

What could all the broken pieces of pottery  
be used for?  They cleverly spread them onto  
the muddy roads so tires won’t sink in the mud.

Years later, the roads were paved over.   
When holes wore through the tarmac, one  
could see the bits of pottery underneath.  
Local people called the holes in the road,   
“pot holes”.

Pot Hole
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stuck in the mud

idea

pottery pieces

paved road

pot hole

years later
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Today, we say this phrase  
to mean holes in the road.  

For example, “When the snow  
melts you can see the pot holes.”

26 Class 10



Why does  “put a sock in it” 
mean quiet doWn or stop doing 
something annoying?

27Class 10



Before CD’s, records were played  
on this machine called a phonograph.   
Music came out of the horn shaped speaker.

There was no way to adjust the volume.  The 
sound was made softer by putting a “sock in it”. 

Put a Sock in It! 
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Today, we say the phrase to mean  
stop doing something annoying. 

For example, 
 “that is too noisy, put a sock in it”.

30 Class 10



Why does “quack” mean 
a bad or dodgy doctor?   

31

“quack”
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In the past before microscopes were  
invented, doctors didn’t know what 
caused diseases.  People once  
thought that diseases like the  
plague were caused by bad air.   
Doctors dressed in outfits like this 
to protect themselves.   The beak  
was full of flowers and fragrances.   
These doctors didn’t cure the disease.   
The plague killed 1 out of 3 in Europe.   
The dodgy doctors look like ducks  
so people called them “quacks”.

Quack
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Today, we say this  
phrase to mean a bad doctor.  

For example,  “That doctor  
gave me the wrong medicine.   
I think he is a quack.”

34

That didn`t work!
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Why does  “saved by the bell” 
mean rescued at the last minute?    
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Long ago, people feared a sickness where 
a person appeared dead when they were 
really just asleep.  People were afraid of 
being buried alive.

Therefore, rich people were buried with 
a cord tied to their toes inside the coffin.  
The other end was connected to a bell at 
the surface.  People worked in cemeteries 
listening for ringing bells.   
If the ‘corpse’ was actually alive, he would 
move his foot and  ring the bell.  He would 
be saved by the ringing bell at the last 
minute.

Saved by the Bell
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graveyard shift
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Today, we still say the phrase  
to mean rescued at the last moment.  

For example, “The struggling  
swimmer was saved by the bell.”

38

Saved by the Bell
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Why does  “throw the baby out  
with the bath water” mean to not 
appreciate something important or 
throWing out the good With the bad?     

39

water

bath
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In the past, people did not bathe  
often.  In the castle, servants heated 
the water and poured it into the wooden 
bath.  The king washed first followed by 
the Queen and then the older children.  

Since all used the same water, by the  
time the babies were bathed the bath  
water was very murky.  The servants  
had to take care not to “throw the  
baby out with the bath water”.

Don’t Throw the Baby Out 
with the Bathwater
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Today, we say this phrase to mean  
lose the good getting rid of the bad.  

For example, “Throwing aluminum  
cans into the trash is like throwing  
out the baby with the bath water”.

42 Class 10



Why does  “tip” mean a 
reWard for good service?  
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Before electricity, rich people  
communicated with hand written  
notes delivered by messengers.  

When a message was urgent,  
the sender paid extra money  
and wrote the word TIP  
on the outside.   

TIP is the abbreviation for the  
phrase “To Insure Promptitude”.   
It means to deliver quickly.

TIP
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TI
P
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Today, we say this phrase to mean 
money given for excellent service. 

For example, “The outstanding  
waiter received a big tip”.
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Why does  “underdog” mean a person  
or group Who is disadvantaged and  
Will probably lose a competition?

47

top dog

under dog

Class 10

To Recap



Before power tools, big logs were hand sawed  
into lumber by two people.  One person was 
above and one below.  The one underneath 
was covered with sawdust.  He was called the 
“underdog”.

The origin of the word may be from a pack of  
dogs where the top-dog bullies the weaker dogs.

Underdog
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Underdog
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Today, we say this phrase to mean a  
person or team that probably will not win.  

For example, “He cheered for his sports 
team even though he knew they were 
underdogs”.
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Why does  “wave a red flag” 
mean Warn about danger? 
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Over a hundred years ago, horses pulled 
carts and carriages.  When the first 
cars were just invented, some places 
like London and New York City had ‘Red 
Flag Laws’. 

The speed limit for the car was only a  
few miles per hour.  A person “waving  
a red flag” had to walk in front of the  
car to warn the horses on the road.

Wave a Red Flag
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Today, we say this  
phrase to warn about danger. 

For example, “Scientists wave  
a red flag about global warming  
before the hurricanes  arrived.”

54 Class 10



Why does  “windfall” 
mean sudden good luck?   

55Class 10

To Recap



In the past, wood fueled home 
cooking and heating fires.  This 
was a problem for the poor 
because the rich owned most  
of the trees.  The law let poor 
people pick up branches which the  
“wind made fall” from the trees.

Windfall
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Today, we say this phrase to  
mean to suddenly get good luck!  

For example,  
“Winning the lottery is a windfall.”
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Conclusion

Idioms or Catch-Phrases help me practice  
and better understand English.  Idioms  
share much meaning in a few words.   
They come from past experiences.  The 
idioms remain in use because they are  
catchy. They also easily explain current 
experiences.

New York City once had so many horses 
pulling carts in the city that over two million 
kilograms of manure were made daily.  Now 
days, the road horses and red flags are long 
gone.  We still talk about car engines having 
horsepower as a reminder of that time.  
Today, we still “wave red flags” and worry 
about “throwing the baby out with  
the bath water”.  Let’s be optimistic.  Even 
if we are the “underdog”, we think we will 
be “saved by bell” and get a “windfall”.  Just 
need to watch out for unplanned “pot holes”.

We hope this book helps us all see more 
meanings in “Big Wigs, Loose Cannons, 
Quacks” and other Catch Phrases.  There  
will be new idioms in the near future too.
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Big Wig

Computer Bug

Red Flag
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Rule #10 S-V-O Sentence

Sentences have a subject,  
verb and object.(S-V-O).

1 Frog said, “Ope”. 
S V O

61Class 10

The Subject does the Action to the Object.



Breaker #10   
Not S-V-O Order

“Ope, ope, ope,” 
said the friendly 
but confused frog.

2

Some sentences are  
not in S-V-O order.

SVO
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10) English Idioms10) English Idioms
Video.Video.
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An idiom is a few catchy words  
that carry a lot of meaning.

When you use English Idioms,  
makes sure others understand them.



ENGLISH with 10 IDIOMS! Vook Script

i-1) Welcome to ENGLISH with 10 IDIOMS!
i-2) What are Idioms?
i-3) Why do we use them?
1-1) ONE - Computer Bugs
1-2) mean computer problems!
1-3) In the past, a computer is as big as a room.
1-4) One day, Grace Hopper’s computer crashed.
1-5) She looks for the cause. She finds a moth  
      that caused the problem.
1-6) From then on, 
 she calls a computer problem – a “bug”.
1-7) Today, we still call computer problems - Bugs.
2-1) TWO - Heard it through the grapevine
2-2) means to learn something from gossip!
2-3) Before telephones, telegraphs send messages.
2-4) Telegraph wires look like grapevines
2-5) People use idioms where 
 few words have lots of meaning.
2-6) An example is: I just heard 
 through the grapevine that she likes him.
2-7)Today, we still say gossip 
 comes from grape vines.
3-1) THREE - Loose Cannon
3-2) means an out-of-control person!
3-3) In the past, wooden war ships have metal cannons.
3-4) Strong ropes keep the cannons in place.
3-5) A “loose cannon” would 
 push back quickly out of control.
3-6) Today, we say this phrase to mean  
   people who can’t control themselves.
3-7 For example, “These fighting  
   athletes are loose cannons.”
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4-1) FOUR - Pot Holes
4-2) mean holes in the road!
4-3) Long ago, cart wheels get stuck in muddy roads.
4-4) Near Factories, people put pottery pieces  
 onto the road.
4-5) Years later, the roads are paved.
4-6) When holes wear in the top tarmac, 
 you can see pottery bits.
4-7) Today, we call road holes, pot holes.
5-1) FIVE - “Put a sock in it”
5-2) Means to stop talking so loud or too much.
5-3) Before Music Apps, records are 
 played on these machines.
5-4) Music comes out the horn shaped speaker.
5-5) There is no way to lower the volume.
5-6) The sound is made softer by putting 
 “a sock in the speaker”.
5-7) Today, we say, “That is too noisy, put a sock in it”.
6-1) SIX - QUACK
6-2) means a bad or dodgy doctor!
6-3) Long ago, people did Not know what causes diseases.
6-4) Doctors think, bad air causes diseases like the plague.
6-5) They wear outfits like this to protect themselves. 
 The beak is full of things that smell nice.
6-6 These doctors don’t cure the plague.
6-7) The dodgy doctors look like ducks so 
 people call them “quacks”.
7-1) SEVEN - “Saved by the Bell”
7-2) means to save at the last minute!
7-2) Long ago, people are afraid of being buried alive.
7-3) So, rich people are buried with a cord tied 
 to their shoes inside the coffin.
7-4) The other end connects to a bell at the surface.
7-5) If alive, he moves his foot and rings the bell.
7-6) He is “saved” by the ringing bell.
7-7) Today, we still say this to mean 
 rescued at the last moment.
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8-1) EIGHT - “Throw the baby out with the bath water”
8-2) means to not appreciate something important.
8-3) Long ago, people don’t bathe often.
In the castle, servants pour hot water into the wooden bath. 
8-4) The king washes first, then the Queen and older kids.
8-5) When its time for the baby’s bath, the water is brown.
8-6) The servants have to take care not to 
 “throw the baby out with the water”.
8-7) Today, we say this phrase to mean lose 
 the good getting rid of the bad.
8-8) Like, “Throwing aluminum cans into the trash 
 is like throwing the baby out with the bath water”.
9-1) NINE - TIP
9-2) means a reward for good service!
9-3) Before electricity, rich people hand write notes 
 that messengers deliver.
9-4) When a message is urgent, the sender pays extra money.
9-5) On the note, they write, TIP.
9-6) It means “To Insure Promptitude” or quick deliver.
9-7) Today, we still say TIP to mean money 
 given for good service.
10-1) TEN - WAVE a RED FLAG
10-2) means to Warn about danger!
10-3) Over a hundred years ago, horses pull carts.
10-4) When cars are invented, some cities have 
 ‘Red Flag Laws’.
10-5) A person “waving a red flag” walks in front 
 of the slow car to warn the horses.
10-6) Today, we say this phrase to warn about danger.
10-7) For example, “Scientists wave a red flag 
 about climate change.”
C1) To close, An Idiom is a few words with 
 lots of meaning.
C2) With Idioms: bugs break computers;
C3) socks mean quiet;
C4) and grapevines talk.
C5) Understanding Idioms, Improves my English.
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With this book I practice my English with With this book I practice my English with 
idioms.  Inside shows where English Catch idioms.  Inside shows where English Catch 
Phrases Come From.  What is interesting Phrases Come From.  What is interesting 
about them?  How are they used today?    about them?  How are they used today?    
Why do we ‘hear from grapevines’; ‘put a Why do we ‘hear from grapevines’; ‘put a 
sock in it’ and ‘have computer bugs’ and sock in it’ and ‘have computer bugs’ and 
much more?  I learn the fun and skillful way much more?  I learn the fun and skillful way 
to understand English using catchy phrases.to understand English using catchy phrases.

“quack”
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Before Smartphone Applications,  
there are separate objects.
For easier translations for the  
international versions, present tense  
verbs are used throughout this book.
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 Camera

Before the Photo Apps, there are cameras.
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A camera lens focuses light onto film.   
The film can only take up to 36 pictures  
before more film is needed.

After the photos have been  
taken, the film is full.  You  
still can’t see the pictures yet.
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The film is taken to a special store. 
The pictures are developed onto photo  
paper.  The photos are stored in albums.
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Next, digital cameras are invented. 
Lenses shine light onto special sensors 
instead of film.  Sensors turn pictures 
into patterns of electricity that are 
saved as pictures.
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Today, we do not need a separate 
camera.  We take pictures with  
Photo Apps on our smartphones.

Smartphone cameras  
enable the selfie pictures.

There are even Photo Apps to remove red  
eyes and wrinkles from the digital pictures.
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Inside the smartphone, tiny lenses focus 
light onto a sensor.  Software turns the 
picture into digital patterns.  Photos are 
stored in the phone’s memory.
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Digital photos can be shared  
instantly with smartphones.

The challenge is storing and  
organizing so many on-line pictures.  

Also, separate cameras still  
take the best quality pictures.

We need maps to 
help us find the 
places to take 
pictures of.
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Printed Maps and Apps

Before smartphone Map Apps like  
Google Maps and Apple Maps,
there are hard copies of printed maps.

The printed maps are only  
good for one place.  That is, 
when we go to other places,  
we have to buy new maps.
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Today, we don’t need separate  
paper maps.  We get our  
directions from Map Apps.

Map Apps even reroute  
us when we get lost.
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Today, Global Position Satellites, called 
GPS, send out signals to our Smartphones.  
The smartphone knows its location.  Next, 
the phone talks with the maps database  
to plan our trips. 
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This is an interesting example of the power of on-line maps.  
At first, Google Maps made a mistake. It said that a piece of 
Costa Rica was part of Nicaragua. In 2010, the Nicaraguan 
Military seized the land. Later, they withdrew.  Google has 
since corrected the on-line map error. It is amazing how  
well on-line maps do with helping us with directions.

When we travel, we need to know what time it is.
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 Clocks & Calendars

Before the Time Apps,there are separate  
clocks, alarm clocks, watches and calendars.
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In the past, clock springs and gears turn hands 
to keep time.  Bells ring to wake us up.  Later, 
alarm clocks are electric. Today, smartphone 
sensors and software make clocks.  They can 
even display time and weather at home around 
the world via the internet. 
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A calendar is a list of days,  
months and years.  In the past,  
calendars are only printed on paper.   
On-line schedules and calendar  
apps are much easier to use.
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Somehow with all this time at our fingertips, 
we are still late for meetings.  Often, in 
meetings or shopping we need to do math.

Today, we don’t need separate clocks  
and calendars.  Time Apps tell us the  
time and date and wake us up too. 

They also tell us the time  
in places around the world.
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Calculator

Before the Math Apps,
there are handheld calculators.
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Different calculators do different 
tasks.  For example, there are 
separate calculators for accountants, 
engineers and scientists.
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Today,  we do not need separate  
calculators.  Smartphones come with  
simple calculators.   
There are also additional Math Apps  
for higher math and more functions.

Math Apps help but the human still has  
to do the thinking.

While we do math, we can listen to music.
B-2



Music

Before the Music Apps, there are round 
LP records and later compact disks (CD). 

19

Songs are stored as record grooves and CD micro peaks.
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Records and CDs have their  
own separate players.

CD

CD player
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Groves on the LP record,  
wiggle needles. This shakes  
the speaker to make sounds.
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Under a microscope, you can see that CD’s have  
peaks and valleys called pits.  The peaks bounce  
the laser light. The digital light patterns are  
changed into electricity  in a sensor and  
then into sound in the speaker.
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Records and CDs can only  
play a few songs.  It is  
amazing that Music Apps  
can play thousands of songs.

Listening is nice but we to want to hear and see videos.
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Video

Before the Video Apps,there  
are movie cameras and projectors.

movie projector
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To record action, movie cameras take over 20  
pictures a second.  The first movie cameras use  
film.  Next, video cameras record onto magnetic tape.

film

film
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At a theater, movie projectors use  
bright lights to shine through the film.  
The movie is shown onto a huge screen.
Popcorn, candy and snacks are expensive.
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Later, videos are stored on VHS  
tapes and then next onto DVD’s.
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It is amazing that movies have gone from  
theaters to personal TVs and smartphones. 

More than just watching videos, people want to play games.
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Video Games

Before the Game Apps,
there are arcades and then
home TV consoles and controls.
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In 1980’s, video games are played by paying 
quarter coins into machines at arcades.  Next, 
video gaming systems hook-up to the home TV.
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Now days, downloaded software  
Game Apps and smartphone sensors 
explode the use of video games.  
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Zombies,ninjas, fighters, soldiers, adventurers, 
racers, sports players are all examples of  
video games available on smartphones. 
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The ease of access to games on smartphones  
contributes to concern about video game addiction.

Video games also connect players via the Internet.   

Often, we just want to send short notes to someone. 
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 Text and e-mail
Before Text and e-Mail Apps, people  
write letters by hand with pen and paper. 

It costs money to mail the letters.   
Hand mailed letters are called snail-mail  
because they take days to deliver.

B-2
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It is amazing to go from hand written 
letters to on-line texts and e-mails.   

But, just like snail-mail, 
e-mail gets lots of junk 
mails and adverts.  
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Today, we text and e-mail instantly  
with others around the world.

The challenge is that sometimes, we  
hit the send button before thinking  
through what we are saying - oops!  
There is no “un-do” for on-line e-mail.

Sometimes, we search the Internet for  
something interesting to share in our e-mails.
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Internet Searches

Books are stored on shelves at public libraries.

clipart.com

Before Internet searches, people  
with access, research at libraries.
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Library searches include looking up  
topics in special books called encyclopedias.
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Drawers of catalog cards are searched by  
hand to find books on subjects of interest.

The books are stored on rows after rows  
of shelves.  Each book has a special number 
called Dewey Decimal code to help us find  
the right book.  There is a lot of running  
around to get all the books we need.
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In the past, there are several attempts to 
store the world’s data.  Only a few people  
can access this data. 
Today, the world-wide-web links humanities 
knowledge.  Free access connects humans  
and kindles the hopeful quest for world peace.

Alford Books

www.wikpedia.org

www.alfordbooks.com

International Institute of Bibliography
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It is amazing to go from limited  
shelves of library books to hand-held 
on-line Internet searches.
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Today, we have a world of information at our finger 
tips.  We just have to show interest, ask questions  
and search the internet.  With access to so much  
information, it is easy to get overwhelmed by the 
mountains of data.
The challenge is to stay focused on one basic  
question at a time.  Summarize the answer  
without drowning
in the sea of on-line data. Often, we are  
over-entertained at the expense of being informed.

42 

Sometimes, we just want to call someone.
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Cell Phone

Before cell phones,
there are telephones that are  
locked in place with land-lines.
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Back then, home and work have land-line 
phones.  When you want to make a call  
at places in between, you have to find a 
pay phone.  Many people today cannot  
remember a time before cell phones. They 
cannot image the amount of inconvenience 
by not having a portable cell phone.
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Everywhere we use our cell phones, there  
are towers and base stations. Cell phones  
use radio waves to talk with tower antennas. 
The base stations connect to land-lines.

Global tower stations and telephone lines connect cell phones.
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All this happens so fast that we can talk  
with others around the world without delay.

Wow!  Today, smartphones sure can do a lot!
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In the past, these are all separate objects.
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Smartphones replace all these  
objects with software apps and sensors.
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Long ago, people searched for a magic stone 
that would change anything into gold.  Today, 
smartphones “magically” change separate  
objects into Apps.  Data is the new gold rush!

data

1849, panning for gold1849, panning for gold
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Smartphones offer us a world of golden 
opportunities to realize our own creativity  
with on-line tools and global connectivity. 

 Conclusion
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SmartphoneSmartphone  
Objects Before Apps

Cameras, alarm clocks and video game  
consoles were all once their own separate 
objects.  Today, these items and many 
more are part of our phones.  Inside this 
book, is the story of the objects before 
they became smartphone apps.

When we see the origins of our everyday 
objects, we better understand technology.  
We can adapt and thrive to the  
many tech changes in our lives.

In the past, there were separate objects  
for what our smartphone can do today.



Smartphones - 7 Objects Before Apps - Video Script

i-1) Welcome to Smartphones
i-2) Seven Objects Before They’re Apps
i-3) May SMART phones lead to SMARTER people!
1-1) At first, cameras use film.
1-2) Next, inside digital cameras...
1-3) Light shines on a sensor to capture pictures.
1-4) Today, Photo Apps use tiny sensors
1-5) to take digital pictures too!
1-6) We’ve gone from separate cameras
1-7) to selfies.
2-1) At first, maps are printed on paper.
2-2) New places, need new maps 
   for us to find directions.
2-3) Next, global satellites, GPS
2-4) Send location and time signals 
   to separate receivers. 
2-5) Today, Map Apps use GPS, tiny sensors  
 and software for us to find directions.
2-6) We’ve gone from paper maps
2-7) to easily finding new places.
3-1) At first, “Groovy” records make music.
3-2) Later, records are replaced by CDs.
3-3) In a CD Player, light becomes 
   on or off patterns...
3-4) that turns into sounds in the speakers.
3-5) Today, Music Apps use songs, 
   stored as digital memory
3-6) to make new music.
3-7) We’ve gone from separate records
  and CDs to playing and recording 
 smartphone sounds.
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4-1) At first, movie cameras use film
4-2) Next, video cameras use tape.
4-3) Then, digital video cameras 
   use sensors and memory
4-4) to record video.
4-5) Video cameras take 
   over 20 still pictures a second.
4-6) Today, Video Apps use
4-7) the camera for pictures
4-8) and microphone for sound.
4-9) software keeps pictures and sounds in sync
4-10) We’ve gone from separate movie cameras
4-11) to smartphone that records and plays video.
4-12) We also play video games
4-13) with More sensors and action-filled software.
5-1) At first, letters are written by hand.
5-2) Next, typewriters type letters.
5-3) We pay to mail letters by post.
5-4) It takes days or weeks for letters to be delivered.
5-5) Today, email Apps use touchscreen and software
5-6) to write texts and emails.
5-7) We’ve gone from slow letters
5-8) to instant emails delivered worldwide.
6-1) At first, library books are used 
   to search for subjects.
6-2) Can you imagine
6-3) drive to the library
6-4) Search card decks
6-5) to find books
6-7) to search for data? Lots of work 
   for little information.
6-8) Today, Search Apps quickly connect to  
 the global internet that seems endless.
6-9) We search the world’s knowledge at our fingertips.
6-10) We’ve gone from separate books
6-11) to worldwide web searches. Wow!
6-12) Just one more …
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7-1) At first, telephones are 
   land-locked in one place.
7-2) Next, cell phones make 
   calls on the move.
7-3) Cell phones use radio waves
7-4) to connect to global tower 
   networks and telephone lines.
7-5) Today, Phone Apps, change 
   sounds into radio waves
7-6) to make worldwide phone calls.
7-7) Wifi and Blue Tooth 
 use radio waves too.
7-8) We’ve gone from separate phones 
 to connected smartphones. Now to the end.
C-1) (smartphone ringtones) Hello!
 Yes, It once took all of these,
C-2) to do what my 
   smartphone can do today.
C-3) I take pictures;
C-4) find directions;
C-5) listen to music;
C-6) take and play videos
C-7) send e-mails
C-8) search the internet;
C-9) and of course! Make phone calls
C-10) All, with my handheld smartphone.
C-11) Ok then. 
   Thanks for the call. Bye! Bye!
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CCameras, alarm clocks and video game consoles  ameras, alarm clocks and video game consoles  
were all once their own separate objects. Today, were all once their own separate objects. Today, 
theseitems and many more are part of our  theseitems and many more are part of our  
phones. Inside this book, is the story of the  phones. Inside this book, is the story of the  
objects before they become smartphone apps.objects before they become smartphone apps.
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Now have I complete these  
classes, I yell AHA!   

I know English!

AHA! means to shout out, I have success!

AHA!AHA!
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Turtle Jumps!

Try Harder

Monkey Star
-Practice Before Play

Practice
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There are >150 titles of  
IndIndēē Ed Ed  ProjectProject eBooks & Videos 
to help me continue to learn English!
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 Next, Keep on Using English everyday! Next, Keep on Using English everyday!
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Level 3 Example

Science of Lucky Stars 
2 Months 
-VOOK

Months

5End

Level 2 Example
Air, Water, Food 22 S Why do we breathe air, drink water and eat 

food?   How do they all work together to help 
us feel full and be full of energy?  Let’s start 
out hungry and thirsty to find out why we 
need - air, water & food!

Alford   Books

Air, Water and Food
- Breathe, Drink and Eat

A Fairy helps  
Baker, Teacher and 
Mechanic do each 
others jobs.  They 
learn to understand 
each other better.  
So do we.

Level 1 Example

Shoe WalksShoe Walks



Conclusion Video Script

Well Done!  You have completed the  
class, English - Better Now!
You practiced English words, checked 
what you know, and improved your  
English sounds and sentences  
with Alford stories.

NOW, keep on learning and using  
English.  FREE Alford eBooks and Videos 
will help!  Alford Books come in three 
levels: easy; middle and advanced.

 Next, use English everyday!
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